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ABSTRACT 
In this report the result of I. Wade: 
"the zeros of the Carlitz-1/J-function and the values t/J(a.), where a 'f' 0, 
a algebraic over JF [x], are transcendental over lF [x]", q q 
is generalized to a larger class of functions. The proof uses a combinator-
ial lemma and Schneider's method. 
As a special case we have the result: 
"The zeros of the Carlitz-Besselfunctions J (t) are transcendental over 
n 
lF [x]and at least one of the two values J (a), J (xa) - xJ (a.) for a-:/: 0, q n n n 
a algebraic' is transcendental over ]F r x]. II q 
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1. NOTATION AND HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
no 
Let JF be a finite field with q = p (p prime) elements. We denote q 
by JF [x] the ring of polynomials with coefficients in JF and by JF {x} q q q 
its quotientfield. 
and 
by F. 
For 0 ::/= E E JF [x] we define the (logarithmic) valuation q 
dgE = degree of E 
dg0 = - 00 • 
F Q { } h Q E · h f ] d 4 0 d f" or E JF q x w ere = F wit E ,F E JF q x an F , we e 1.ne 
dgQ = dgE - dgF. 
The completion of JF {x} with respect to this valuation is denoted q 
The valuation on F can be extended to the algebraic closure of F and 
the completion of this algebraic closure is denoted by~. The valuation of 
~ also will be denoted by dg. 
1.1. DEFINITION k-1 k j 
F = 1 ; Fk = II (xq -xq ) , k > o; 0 j=0 
-1 
Fk = 0, k < 0. 
k j 
LO = 1; Lk = II (xq -x), k > o. j=1 
k 
'" 
00 q 
l/J(t) := I (-1) k tF • 
k=0 k 
2 
The function iJ;(t) was introduced in a paper of L. CARLITZ [1], where 
he showed, among other things, the following: The function iJ;(t) has zero's 
in the points E~, with E E lF [x] and where q 
These are the only zero's of iJ;(t). 
Remark that dg~ =~ q-1 • 
In 1941 L.I. WADE [8] proved the transcendency over lF {x} of the quan-q 
tities 
(i) ~ 
(ii) 
(iii) 
iJ; (a) 
00 
I 
k=0 
for a ,f:. 0, a 
k 
Eq 
ck F where 
k 
E E lF [x]. q 
algebraic over lF { x} q 
ck E lF q' ck ,f:. 0 for infinitely many k, and where 
In this paper we prove the following results: 
(Al) Let n ,f:. 0 be a zero of the function 
00 
f<t> = I 
k=0 
where ck E lF q and ck ,f:. 0 for infinitely many k, then n is transcen-
dental over lF {x}. q 
(A2) Let n ,f:. 0 be a zero of the (Carlitz-Bessel) function 
(B) 
n+k 
00 tq 
J (t) I (-1? n E .Z = n' n k=0 q 
Fn+kFk 
then n is transcendental over lF {x}. q 
Suppose a E <I>, a ,f:. 0, a algebraic over 
k 
00 tq 
f(t) = I ckF , 
k=0 k 
]F { x} and let q 
where ck E lF q and there exists a c E lF q, c ,f:. 0 such that 
ck+l = c.ck, k = 0,1,2, ••• , 
(C) 
then f (a) is transcendental over lF {x}. q 
Suppose a E cI>, a -:/= 0, a algebraic over JF { x } and let q 
J (t) = 
n 
00 
I 
k=u 
n+k q (-l)k _t __ 
then at least one of the elements {J (a),~J (a)}, where 
n n 
~J (a) = J (xa) - xJ (a), is transcendental over JF {x}. 
n n n q 
The proofs of the results Band C use a refinement of the methods in 
[9] and in [5] and the results Al respectively A2. These results will be 
proved in §4 and §5. 
2. THE ZEROS OF $(t), f(t) AND J (t). 
n 
3 
The field cI> is complete with respect to the discrete valuation dg. We 
use Newton's method to determine the size of the roots of a polynomial over 
cI> • ( See [ 10 J) • 
In the two dimensional Euclidean space we associate a polygon with 
the polynomial gas follows: 
if ai-:/= 0 take the point (i,-dgai), 
if a.= 0 then dga. = - 00 and no point of the space belongs to a .• 
]. ]. ]. 
The lower convex envelope of the set of points {(i,-dgai) I i=0,1, .•• ,n} 
is called the Newton polygon of g (with respect to dg). 
2.1. LEMMA. Let g(t) = a 0+a1t+ •.• +antn with a 0 ,an-:/= O be a polynomial over 
cI>. Suppose that (r,-dga) +-+ (s,-dga) withs> r is any segment of the 
r s 
Newton polygon of g and its slope ism. Then g has exactly s-r roots BE cI> 
with dgB = m. 
Let dga0-dgai R1 := min i i>O 
dga0-dga. 
· :=max{il . 1 =R} ].1 i 1 
and inductively if the set {i I ik-l < i ~ n} is not errrpty, 
4 
dga. -dga. 
. ik-1 i 
R := min 
k . . i-ik-l i>ik-1 
ik := max {i I 
dga. -dga. 
ik-1 i 
i-ik-1 = ~}. 
Then g has exactly i 1 zeros f3 with dgf3 = R1 , ••• ,ik-ik-l zeros f3 with 
dgf3 =~-Furthermore R1<R2< •.• <~. 
PROOF. We recall the proof of WEISS [10], prop. 3-1-1, in our notation. 
We may suppose that a 0 = 1. Let f3 1 , ••• ,f3n E ~ be the zeros of g, ordered 
in such a way that 
dgf31 = 
dgf3s +1 = 
1 
= dgf3 = ml s 
= d f3 1 = m2 g s 
2 
dgf3s +1 = = dgf3 = mi+1 with m1<m2< ••• <mi+1· n 
l. 
-1 -1 Using the symmetric polynomials in the roots 81 , .•• ,Sn of 
-n -1 
a0 t + •.• +a 1t +a we get: n- n 
dga0 = dg1 
dga1 = dg 
dga2 = dg 
dga = dg 
s1 
= 0 
n 
-1 I f3 i $; max 
i=1 1$;i$;n 
n 
-1 -1 I f\ f3j $; 
i,j=1 
ih 
(-dgf3i) = 
-ml 
max (-dgf3if3j) = -2m 
1$;i,j$;n 1 
i~j 
= -s1m1 , since this elementary 
-1 -1 -1 
symmetric function has exactly one maximal term f3 1 f3 2 .•• Ss1
• 
dgas1+1 $; -s1m1 - m2 
and this process is continued in the obvious way. 
Now we can fonn the Newtoa polygon of g, which cons.i.sts of the seg-
ments: 
(0,0) ~ (s1 ,s1m1) 
(sl,slml) ~ (s2,slml+(s2-sl)m2) 
The slopes of the segments are respectively 
slml+(s2-sl)m2-slml 
s2-sl 
~ (n,s1m1+(s2-s1)m2+ .•• 
••• +(n-s.)m. 1). l. 1.+ 
From the inequalities for dga0 , ••• ,dgan it follows that 
and 
dga0-dgai 
i 
dga0-dgai 
i 
dga0-dga sl 
:?: 
> 
ml for i = 1,2, ••• ,sl, 
ml for i = s 1+1, .•• ,n 
Hence R1 = m1 and i 1 = s 1, which means: g has exactly i 1 roots B with 
dgB = R1 • 
and 
while 
It also follows from the inequalities above that 
dga. -dga. 
l.1 l. 
i-i 1 
= 
dga -dga. 
sl i 
------:?: 
i-s1 
dga. -dga. 
l.1 1. 
> m2 for i = s 2+1, ••• ,n, i-i 1 
dga. -dga 
1.1 s2 
s2-i1 
5 
6 
Hence R2 = m2 and i 2 = s 2 which means: g has exactly i 2
-i
1 
roots S with 
dgf3 = R2 • 
The lemma now follows by proceeding in the obvious way. 
REMARK. Since we had ordered the zeros in such a way that m1<m2 < ••. <mi+l 
we find R1<R2 < ... <Ri+l· 0 
In his thesis w. SCHOBE [7], II §3 proved the more general result: 
h h+l 
2.2. THEOREM. The function g(t) = aht +¾+lt + ••. with ai E ~, i=h,h+l, ..• ; 
ah f O; h ~ O has 
(i) a zero of order h in t = o. 
(ii) i 1-h zeros s in ~ with dgS = R1 , where 
Rl min 
dgah-dgai 
= , 
i>h i-h 
if this minimum exists, 
and 
il max{i 
dgah-dgai 
Rl}, = = 
i>h i-h 
if this maximum exists. 
(iii) ik-ik-l zeros Sin~ with dgS = ~ (k~2) where, 
dga. -dga. 
ik-1 i 
and 
~=min 
i>ik-1 
if this minimum exists 
max 
'>. i ik-1 
{i I 
dga. -dga. 
ik-1 i 
i-ik-1 
if this maximum exists. 
These are the only zeros of g. 
= ~}, 
Our proof of theorem 2.2 will be based on several lemmas. 
dga. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let g be defined as in lemma 2.2. Let R = - lim sup ----:2:- be 
i-+oo 1 
the radius of convergence of g. If~ as defined in lemma 2.2 exists, 
7 
then¾:,; R. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 be arbitrarily small. Since R is the radius of convergence 
of g for infinitely 1qany i we have 
dga. 
__ 1. > -R-E. 
i 
From the existence of¾ it follows that for all i > ik-l 
dga, -dga. 
1.k-l 1. 
i-ik-1 
We now have that for infinitely many i > ik-l 
Since lim 
i-+<x> 
dga, i(R+E) 
1.k-l 
¾<---+ 
i-ik-1 i-ik-1 
dga, 
1.k-l 
0 i (R+E) = and lim 
i-ik-1 i-+<x> i-ik-1 
¾ :5: R + E. 
= R+ E we get 
Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small it follows that 
¾:,; R. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let g be defined as in Zemma 2.2. If¾ exists and either 
□ 
¾ < R or g(t) converges for a certain t with dgt = R, then there exists 
an index ik such that 
dga, -dga. 
1.k-l 1. 
i-ik-1 
> ¾· i > ik 
and 
dga. -dga. 
1.k- l 1. 
:,; ¾· ik-1 < i 
:,; ik i-ik-1 
, 
8 
where 
dga. -dga. 
1 k-1 1 k 
ik-ik-1 
If k = 1 we must read h instead of ik_ 1 • 
PROOF. Suppose R1 exists. Since R1 ~ R according to lemma 2.3 we have: 
VN E JN 3i0 E JN such that 
dgai + idgt < -N, i > i 0 , 
for those t with dgt ~ R1 for which g converges. 
Now choose N such that 
(this is possible since ah~ 0 and R1 E JR). Suppose there exists a mono-
00 
tonically increasing sequence (i.). 1 such that J J= 
then 
dga -dga. 
h l.. 
i -h j 
= R1 for j = 1,2, .•• (i.e. i 1 does not exist), 
dgah + hR1 = dgai. + ijRl 
J 
for j = 1,2, •..• 
Hence if ij > i 0 it follows from(*) that if we take at with dgt = R1 for 
which g converges then 
This is in contradiction with the choice of N. 
Fork> 1 the proof is the same. (Note that a. ~ 0). 0 
1 k-1 
REMARK. 
(i) First we note that if there exists at E $ with dgt = R1 for which g 
cenverges then g converges for every t with dgt = R1 • 
{ii) If~= Rand g(t) does not converge for any t with dgt = R then we 
want to know if g(t) can have any zeros f O with ¾-l < dgt <¾·We 
shall prove that g(t) f O for all t f O with ¾-l < dgt < ¾· 
It is sufficient to consider the case k = 1; then R1 =Rand 
9 
g(t) does not converge for any t with dgt = R. Suppose g(u) = O, u f 0 
n 
and dgu < R. For all n the polynomial Pn(t) = a 0+a1t+ .•• +ant has no 
zeros 8 with dg8 < R. Now let N be such that dga0 > -N, then choose n 
such that dg(g(t)-P (t)) < -N for all t with dgt ~ dgu(<R). Then 
n 
dg(P (u)) = dg(g(u)-P (u)) < -N. 
n n 
On the other hand 
dga0 ~ dgai + idgu for all i ~ O 
and 
dga0 > dgai + idgu for all i > O, 
therefore 
dgP (u) = max(dga.+idgu) = dga0 , n l. 
which contradicts(*). 
Conclusion: If R1 =Rand g(t) does not converge for any t with 
dgt = R then g(t) has no zeros except possibly 0. 
j 
00 tq 
EXAMPLE. A(t) := lj=O r:-:- is the inverse of ~(t). (See fl] th. 7.1). 
J 
Now R1 = R = q~l and i 1 does not exist. Furthermore A(t) does not converge 
for all t with dgt = ~ 1 • Hence A has no zeros 8 with dg8 < ~l except q- q-
8 = 0. 
2.5. LEMMA. Suppose g(t) = a 0+a1t+ .•. has radius of convergence R > - 00 
and suppose R1 (g) = R1 exists. If t 0 is a zero of g with dgt0 = R1 then 
there exists a k E JN u {O} such that h (t) = g (t) K has a zero in t 0 
• K (t-t )q for K = 0,1,2, ••. ,k-l wh~le hk(t0 ) to. o 
k PROOF. Choose k E JN u { 0} such that q > i 1 . The function ,, 
10 
k has radius of convergence R. Since q > i 1 we have 
( 1) 
Especially 
k dga k + q R1 < dga0 • q 
But 
hence 
(2) 
Furthermore 
a k 
q 
and therefore 
k dgb k + q R1 ~ max(dga k,dgb0). q q 
According to (1) and (2) we get 
(3) k dgb k + q R1 = dgb0 . q 
From the definition of hk(t} it follows that hk has no zeros in 
{t I dgt < R1}. Therefore, if R1 (~) does exist then 
dgb0-dgb k However, since g 
k q 
Furthermore we have 
a k 
2q 
k 
=bk - b ktOq 
q 2q 
and therefore 
k dgb k + q R1 ~ max(dga k,dgb k) 2q 2q q 
or 
Using (1), (2) and (3) we find 
k dgb k + 2q R1 = dgb0 • 2q 
By proceeding in the obvious way we find 
dgb k k + nq R1 = dgbO 
nq 
for n = 1 ,2,... . 
Hence i 1 (~) does not exist, which contradicts lemma 2.4. 0 
2.6. LEMMA. If R1 does not exist then g converges fort= O only. 
I I 
PROOF. Suppose R1 does not exist, i.e. there exists a sequence (a. ) such l. . 
ilirt J 
VN E JN 3j 0 = j 0 (N) such that for j 
dga0-dga. l. • 
----- < -N. i. 
J 
Suppose g converges at the point t, then 
VN E JN 3i0 = i 0 (N) such that for i > i 0 
dga. + idgt < -N. 
l. 
Now choose NE JN then there exists j* > j 0 ,i0 such that for j > j*, 
Ni.+ i.dgt < dga. - dgao + i,dgt < -N - dga 
J J l., J 0 
J 
or 
-N(i.+1) 
dgt < i. 
J 
12 
Hence 
-N(i. +1) 
dgt $ lim ---- - dga 
j--+<x> \ 0 
= -N - dga0 • 
Since N was chosen arbitrarily it follows that dgt = ~00 , which means 
t = 0. 0 
2.7. LEMMA. Su?pose R1 exists and g(t) converges for all t with dgt = R1• 
Then g(t) has at least one zero f O with dgt $ R1• 
PROOF. We may suppose that h = O, then 
g(t) 
Suppose g(t) has no zeros t with dgt $ R1 • Then 
3N0 E lN such that for all t with dgt $ R1 
dg g(t) > -N0 
Since g(t) converges for all t with dgt $ R1 we have 
(a) VN E lN 3i
0 
E lN such that for i > i 0 (N) and dgt $ R1 
dga. + idgt < -N 
J. 
(b) according to lemma 2.4 i 1 does exist. 
Now choose N > N0 and n > max(i0 ,i1) then 
We write 
Then 
min 
O<i$n 
dga0-dgai 
i 
n * dg g(t) $ max(dg(a0+a1t+ ••• +ant) ,dg g (t)) 
and for all t with dgt $ R1 
has 
dg g*(t) ~ max(dga.+idgt) < -N. 
i>n l. 
According to lemma 2.1 
exactly i 1 zeros 8 with dg8 = Rl. 
Let 8 be a zero of PN(t) with dg8 = Rl, 
dg g(S) = dg * g (8) < -N < -N o· 
This contradicts(*). 
then 
Since g(O) = a 0 ~ 0 it follows that g(t) has at least one zero f 0 
in {t I dgt ~ R1}. D 
2.8. LEMMA. Suppose R1 exists a:nd g(t) converges for all t with dgt = R1 • 
Then g(t) has exactly i 1-h zeros 8 with dg8 = R1 • 
PROOF. Again we may suppose that h = 0. 
13 
(i) First we prove that g(t) has at most i 1 different zeros 8 with dg8 = R1 . 
For all t with dgt ~ R1 we have 
'v'N E JN 3i0 E JN such that for i 
dga. + idgt < -N. 
l. 
According to lemma 2.4 i 1 does exist. 
Choose n > max(i0 ,i1) and define 
PN(t) = a 0 + 
g(t) = PN(t) 
n 
a 1t + ••• +ant, 
* + g (t). 
According to lemma 2.1 PN(t) has exactly i 1 zeros 
dg8Nj = R1 , j = 1, ••• ,i1 • Let 8N1 , ••• ,8Ni; be all 
them. Note that 1 ~ i; ~ i 1 • 
= a 
SN1 , ••• ,8Nil such that 
the different ones among 
14 
where 
a = 
Remark that dga = dga0 - i 1R1 and that a does not depend on N. Furthermore, 
dg8Nv > Rl for v = i1+1, ••• ,n. 
or 
For dgt $.R1 we then have: 
il 
= dga + dg TT (t-8Nj) = 
j=l 
·* Suppose g(t) has more than i 1 different zeros t with dgt $ R1 ; say 
t 1 ,t2 , ••• ,tm are m zeros with dgti = R1 , where m > i;. Then define 
Let 
>.. := min 
ifj 
l$i ,j$m 
dg(t.-t.). 
i J 
Then the sets u>.. 1 , ••• ,u>..m are disjoint. 
According to (*) we have 
Since g(t 1) = O, dgPN(t1) < -N. Hence there exists at least one 
* jl E {1,2, ••• ,i1} such that 
-N-dga +i R 0 1 1 
and furthermore it follows (for N large enough): 
Now let N be such that 
-N-dgao+i1R1 
il 
< A. 
15 
Then 8N. e: uAl. Hence for the zero t 1 there is at least one zero 8Njl in J1 
uAl' and analogously for the zeros t 2 , •.. ,tm there is at least one zero 
8N. of PN(t) in uA2 , .•. , resp. UAm· Since the UAj are disjoint there must Jm 
be at least m different 8Nj, which leads to a contradiction. 
() h ·* < ' d'ff ' h d Hence gt as at most 1 1 - 1 1 1 erent zeros twit gt= R1 • 
(ii) Finally we must show that g(t) has exactly i 1 zeros t with dgt = R1 • 
It is obvious from lemma 2.5 that if t 0 is a zero of g(t) with dgt0 = R1 
then there exists a µ E JN such that 
h. (t) = 
1 
has a zero int= t 0 for i = 1, ••• ,µ-1, but hµ(t 0 ) ~ O; the natural number 
µ is called the multiplicity of the zero t 0 • 
Let T = {81 ,82 , •.• ,8k} be the set of all zeros of g(t) with dg8i = R1 , 
where 
81 = 82 = = 8µ = t 1 1 
8 = = 8 = t2 µ1+1 µ1+µ2 
and µi is the multiplicity of ti (i=l, •.• ,m) and k = µ 1+ ••• +µm. 
Define 
h(t) := -----g~(_t~) ___ _ (t-8 1) (t-82 ) ••• (t-8k) • 
(t) g(t)-g(81) 
Since the radius of convergence of _g __ =-----is also R, by re-
t-81 t-81 
peating this argument we find that h(t) has radius of convergence R. 
16 
Define 
Q(t) := (t-1\) ••• (t-Bk). 
Now we write 
k 
Q{t) = I d tv 
v=O V 
and 
(X) 
h(t) = r b tv. 
v=O V 
Since h(t) has no zeros in {t dgt $ R1} we have according to (i): 
(a) dgb0 > dgb, 1 + iR1 for i = 1,2, ••• 
According to lemma 2.1 we have 
hence 
(b) 
dgd0-dgdi k = max{i I i 
Now from g(t) = Q(t) .h(t) it follows that 
k 
I j=O a.= 1 d,b .. , J 1-J i = 0,1, .•. , 
for i = 0,1, ••• ,k. 
and therefore for each t with dgt = R1 we have: 
i 
= dga.t 
1 
k 
= dg( I 
j=O 
j 1-J d.t,b .. t ) $ 
J 1-J 
(dgd.tj i-j + dgb. . t ) • J 1-J 
k 
If i > k then the term b0 does not occur in l j=O d.b .. while it actually J 1-J does if O $ i $ k. 
Therefore using (a) and {b) we get if i > k 
17 
and if OS i S k 
Since~= 1 and a 0 = b081 •.. ek it follows that if i > k 
and if Os is k 
This means that k = i 1 • 0 
Now we can prove theorem 2.2. 
(i) Is obvious and (ii) follows from lemma 2.8. 
(iii) We may again suppose that h = 0. We prove (iii) in case k = 2; the 
general case k follows then in the same way inductively from k - 1. We use 
the method of lemma 2.8. 
For all t with dgt S R2 we have 
VN E JN 3i0 E JN such that for i > i 0 
and 
dga. + idgt < -N. 
J. 
Choose n > max(i0 ,i2) and define 
* g(t) = PN(t) + g (t). 
PN(t) has i 1 zeros 8N1 , •.• ,8Nil such that dg8Nj = Rl (1SjSi1) and i 2 - il 
zeros BN,i
1
+1 , •.. ,BN,i2 
such that dg8Nj = R2 (i1+1Sjsi2). Now we write 
where 
a = 
,, 
= a 
il 
TT (t-BNJ.) 
j=l 
i 
(-1) 2 ao 
i 
TT2 8 . 
. 1 NJ ]= 
i 
TT2 (t-BN.) 
j=i +1 J 1 
Note that dga = dga0 - i 1R1 - (i2-i1)R2 , that a does not depend on N and 
18 
that dgSNv > R2 for v=i2+1, ••• ,n. 
For R1 < dgt $ R2 we have 
Let PN(t) have p different zeros S with dgS = R2 (p$i2-i1) and let 
g(t) have the different zeros t 1 , ••• ,tm with R1 < dgti $ R2 • Define 
>..=min 
ih 
l$i,j$m 
and the disjoint sets 
dg(t. -t.) l. J 
j = 1, ... ,m. 
From(*) it follows that for i = 1, ••• ,m there exists at least one 
j. E {1,2, ••• ,p} such that l. 
Now choose N such that 
then SN. Eu,., i = 1, ••• ,m and dgt. = dgS . = R2 • J. /\l. l. NJ. l. l. 
From the box principle of DIRICHLET we conclude that m $ p, which proves 
that g(t) has m $ p $ i2-i1 different zeros s with dgS = R2. 
Now we prove that g(t) has exactly i 2-i1 zeros S with dgS = R2. 
Let S1 , ••• ,s. be the zeros of g(t) with dgS. = R (1<"<" ) enumerated ac-].1 l. 1 -l.-l.1 
cording to their multiplicities. Let Si +1 , ••• ,Sk be the zeros t 1 , ••• ,tm of 
g(t) enumerated according to their multtplicities where 
m 
k = I 
v=l 
multiplicity oft. 
\} 
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Define 
h(t) = g(t) I? (t-8.) 
i=l J. 
k k 
Q(t) = TT Ct-Bi) = I d tv 
i=l v=O V 
0) 
h (t) = I b tv. 
v=O V 
h(t) has no zeros in {t I dgt ::; R2} and therefore 
(a) dgb0 > dgb. + iR2 for i = 1,2, ••• . J. 
According to lemma 2.1 we have 
dgd. -dgd. 
k {i I 
l.1 J. 
R2} = max = i-i i>i1 1 
and 
il {i I 
dgd0-dgdi 
Rl}; = max = 
i>O i 
hence we get for i = i 1+1, ••• ,k 
and for i = 0,1, ••• ,i 1 we get 
dgdi + iR2 = dgdi + iR1 + i(R2-R1) = 
::; dgdO + i(R2-R1) = dgdil + iR2 + (i 1-i)R1 
< dgdil + iR2 + (i 1-i)R2 = dg¾ + kR2 • 
Now we have proved the relation 
(b) for i = 0,1, ••• ,k. 
Hence for all t with dgt = R2 we have 
j i-j dga. + iR2 ::; max (dgd.t +dgb .. t ). 1 O<"<k J 1.-J 
-J-
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For i > k we get using (a) and (b) that 
dgai + iR2 < kR2 + dga0 - i 1R1 - (k-i1 )R2 
= kR2 + dgai1 
- (k-i1 )R2 = dgai 1 
+ i 1R2 . 
Analogously for i 1 ~ i ~ k we get using (b) that 
From the definition of i 2 it follows now that k = i 2 , which proves our 
theorem. D 
2.9. SPECIAL CASES 
a) The function 
00 
1/J <t) = I 
k=O 
converges for all t E ~ and 1/J(t) has a zero of order 1 int= 0. 
0-dga. 
R1 = min ---
1
-= min (_g_ 
i>1 i-l i>1 q-l 
El_ 
k ' ••• ) = q:_1 . 
q -1 
max 
i>1 
-dga. 
{i I i = _g_l = i-1 q-1 q. 
Hence 1/J(t) has q-1 zeros 8 with dg8 = _g_, namely 
q-1 
1/J(c~) = 0 
for c E lF q \ { O} and 
dgc~ = dg~ = _g_ = 1 + _!_l • q-1 q-
Fork~ 2 we have 
1\. = min ( 
k-1 i>q 
k-1 
-(k-1)q -dga. 
1 
k-1 ) = 
i-q 
k-1 k 
-(k-1)q +kq 
k k-1 q -q 
1 
= k + --q-1 
and 
k k-1 1 The function ~(t) has q - q zeros 8 with dg8 = k + q-l , namely 
~(E~) = 0 (see §1) and the number of different polynomials over JF 
k k-1 q 
of degree k-1 is q - q 
b) In an analogous way it follows that the function 
has: 
f(t) = 
a zero of order 1 int= 0, 
q-1 zeros 8 with dg8 = ---5!._, q-1 
0 k k-1 1 q -q zeros 8 with dg8 = k + - 1- • q-
c) The function 
J (t) = 
n I 
r=O 
n+r 
tq 
( -1) r ---- n E lN n.' 
F Fq 
n+r r 
u {O} 
= 0,1, .... 
has 
dg8 
n 
a zero of order q n+k+l n+k int= 0 and q -q zeros 8 with 
= n + 2k + ~l. q-
Remark: the function J (t) was introduced by L. CARLITZ in 1960; see [2J. 
n 
3. THE TRANSCENDENCY OF THE ZEROS OF ~(t), f(t) AND J (t) 
n 
3.1. THEOREM. Let n -f O be a zero of the function 
00 qj 
f (t) I t = c. J F. j=O J 
21 
with c. E JF and c. -f o for j = 0,1,2, .••. Then n is trancendental over 
J q J 
JF {x}. q 
For the proof of this theorem we use several lemmas. 
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3.2. LEMMA. Let n, k 1 , •.• ,kn' 8 be non-negative integers. If 
kl k 
+ q n =< q8 8-1 8-n+l q + ..• + q + .•. + q 
and 
then 
K' = 
is a po Zynomia 7,,. 
~ k 
n 
PROOF. See [8], lemma 5.2. 0 
3.3. LEMMA. A syrronetric poZynomiaZ in the roots of a manic pol,ynomiaZ with 
coefficients in lF [x] is itsel,f an el,ement of lF [x]. q q 
PROOF. For instance see [6]. D 
3.4. LEMMA. The equation 
with 8 a non-negative integer, has a soZution k 1 ,k2 , •.• ,ki EE with 
k 1 ~ k 2 ~ ... ~ ki ~ 0 if and onl,y if 
i = qµ + ).(q-1), 
where 
0 s µ s 8; A E {0,1, .•• ,qµ-1}. 
If A= o then the on7,,y possibl,e soZution is k 1 = k2 = ••• = ki = 8 - µ. 
If A> O then for every soZution k 1 = k 2 = = k = 8 - µ. qµ-1 
PROOF. Suppose i = qµ + ).(q-1) for a certainµ E {0,1, ... ,8} and 
A E {0,1, .•• ,min(qµ-1,8-µ)} and suppose k 1 , .•• ,ki E Z such that 
k 1 ~ ... ~ ki ~ O, satisfying 
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kl = k = = k = k = 8 - µ 2 µ µ q -2 q -1 
k = k = = k = 8 - µ - 1 
qµ qµ+1 qµ+q-2 
k = = k = 8 - µ - 2 
qµ+q-1 qµ+2(q-1)-1 
k . = 
qµ + 0.-1) Cq-1) 
= k 
qµ+A(q-1)-1 
= 8 - µ - A 
k = 8 - µ - A 
qµ+A (q-1) 
then 
ki µ 8-µ 8-µ-1 
+ q = (q -1)q + (q-1)q + •.• 
+ (q-l)q8-µ-A+1 + q.q8-µ-A = q8. 
Now let i be an arbitrary natural number. Then there exist non-nega-
tive integersµ and A E {0,1, ••. ,qµ-1} such that 
(1) qµ + A(q-1) ~ i < qµ + (A+1) (q-1) 
Furthermore we suppose that there exist a solution k 1 , ••• ,k. EE, k1 k · 8 i 
k 1 ~ ••. ~ ki ~ 0 of q + ••. +q l. = q. Then 
8 kl ki 
q = q + ••• +q 
which gives 
kl ki B 
On the other hand it follows from q + ••. +q = q that 
Now write k 1 = 8 - j for a certain j E ~ with 1 ~ j ~µ.Then 
kl k. . 8 . 8 . 1 8 . 
q + ••• +qi~ (qJ-1)q -J + (q-1)q -J- + ..• +(q-l)q -J-t + 
8-j-t-1 
+ vq , 
where 
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qj 
-
1 + t(q-1) + V = i, 
0 < V ~ q, 
(3 
- j - t - 1 ~ 0. 
If 0 < V < q, then 
kl ki < (3 
q +~ .. +q - q 
kl ki 
which contradicts q + •.. +q = qs, and therefore V = q. This means 
(2) i = qj + (t+l) (q-1). 
Combining (1) and (2) we find 
qµ + A(q-1) ~ qj + (t+l) (q-1) < qµ + (A+l) (q-1) 
and hence if 1 ~ j < µ: 
and if j = µ: 
A~ t + 1 <A+ 1. 
Therefore if j =µwe find t = A - 1. If 1 ~ j <µwe remark that 
is a positive integer. Since t, A are (non-negative) integers the 
possible value fort is 
qµ-qj 
t = A - 1 + --=----q - 1 
and therefore 
µ j 
i = qj +(A+ q -q) (q-1) = qµ + A(q-1). 
q-1 
kl ki f3 
Hence a solution of q + .•• +q = q with k 1 ~ 
sible if 
i = qµ + A(q-1) 
,, 
~ k, ~ 0 is only pos-
1. 
for some non-negative integerµ and A E {0,1, ••• ,qµ-1}. If k 1 < (3 - µ, 
then 
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kl ki . $-µ-1 $ µ 1 q + .•• +q $ iq = (qµ+A(q-l))q - - < 
< Cqµ+qµ<q-l>>qs-µ-1 = qs, 
kl ki 
which contradicts q + ••• +q $ = q g Hence k 1 = 8 - u. Since we want to 
have k 1 ~ 0 we must haveµ$$. Hence a solution of 
(3) 
~ k. ~ 0 is possible if and only if 
i 
(4) 
where 0 $ µ 
Let io 
and 
Then 
and 
(5) 
i = qµ + A(q-1), 
$ $ and 0 $ A $ qµ-1 
~ 1 be the smallest 
kl = k2 = = k. = io 
k. +l $ $ - µ - 1. 
io 
are integers. 
index such that 
$ 
- µ 
From the left inequality of (5) it follows that 
and therefore 
If i
0 
< qµ - 1 then 1 $ i 0 $ qµ - 2 and then it follows from the right 
inequality of (5) that 
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Since 1 ~ i 0 ~ qµ - 2 it follows thatµ~ 1 and hence qµ ~ q ~ 2 which means 
s q . 
Hence from (5) it follows that 
µ 1 < . < µ q - - 10 - q. 
If A= 0 then suppose i 0 = qµ - 1, then 
S kl ki S S 1 q = q + ••• +q ~ (qµ-l)q -µ + (i-i
0
)q -µ- = 
S S-µ S-µ-1 < qS; 
=q -q +q 
contradiction. Hence, if A= 0 then i 0 
µ 
= q . 
µ µ 
If 1 ~A~ q - 1 then suppose i 0 = q, then 
a k 1 k. a q i-' = 1 > µ ( ...,-µ) ( . . ) 1 = q + ••• +q - q q + 1-10 . 
= qs + Cqµ+ACq-1)-qµ> ~ qs + q - i > qs; 
contradiction. Hence, if A> 0, then i 0 = qµ - 1. 
This proves our lemma. 0 
3.5. LEMMA. The equation 
(1) 
with Sa non-negative integer has a solution k 1 ,k2 , .•. ,ki EE with 
k 1 ~ k 2 ~ ... ~ ki ~ 0 if and only if 
where~~ µ0 ~ µ 1 ~ ••. ~ µr ~ 1 and µ0 + µ 1 + ••• + µr ~ S if r > O and 
S ~ µ0 ~ o if r = o. 
For this i the only possible solution is given by 
kl = k2 = = k = /3 - µo µo 
q -1 
= /3 - µo - µ1 k = ....... = k 
µo µo µ1 
-2 q q +q 
k 
µo µ1 µr-1 
q +q + ••• +q -r+1 
= k 
µo µ1 µr 
q +q + ••• +q -(r+1) 
k = f3 - µ - µ -0 1 
PROOF. According to lemma 3.4 the equation (1) is solvable if and only if 
i = qµ + A(q-1) 
for aµ E [0,13] and O ~A~ qµ - 1. 
If A= 0 the lemma is proved with µ 0 =µand r = 0 by lemma 3.4. 
Now suppose A~ 0. Define 
µ = 0 µ. 
Then from lemma 3.4 it follows that 
kl k. 
qf3 J. q + ... + q = 
where 
Hence 
(2) 
k. 13-µ0 
+ q J. = q 
According to lemma 3.4 equation (2) is solvable if and only if 
µo µ1 
i - q + 1 = q + A (q-1) 1 
µ1 
for a µ 1 E {0,1, ••• ,13-µ 0 } and :\ 1 E {0,1, ••. ,q -1}, which means since µ ,, 
i = q O + :\(q-1) that 
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µ1 
If µ 1 = 0, then A= Al~ q - 1 = 0, in contradiction with our assumption 
that A¥ 0. Hence µ 1 ~ 1. 
If Al= 0 then the process is ended and 
· µo µ1 
i=q +q -1, 
where 1 ~ µ 1 and since µ 1 is a non-negative integer for which 
µ1 µo 
q = 1 + A(q-1) < 1 + q (q-1) 
it follows that µ 1 ~ µ0 • Furthermore 
and 
k = 1 ••• = k = 8 - µ 0 
= a - JJ0 - it 1 -
If Al¥ 0 we proceed in an analogous way. 
Since µj+l ~ 8 - µ0 - µ 1 - ••• - µj and 0 ~ 
process must end after a finite number of steps. 
µ,+1 
Aj+l ~ q J - 1 this 
□ 
3.6. LEMMA. Let k 1 ~ ~ k ~ O be integers such that n 
v kl k2 kn v+l 
q < q + q + ••• + q < q ·, 
then there exists an integer i with 1 ~ i < n such that 
k. 
1 
••• + q V = q • 
PROOF. See WADE [8], lemma 5.10. 0 
Now we are able to prove theorem 3.1. 
PROOF. 
f (t} 
0:, qj 
I t = C, J F. j=0 J 
with c . E lF , c . -:/ 0 for j = 0 , 1 , 2 , • • • • 
J q J 
Let n-:/ O be a zero of f(t). According to Corollary 2.9 
dgn = _<:L_ + ;\, q-1 
where;\ is some non-negative integer. 
e 
Suppose n is algebraic. Then there exists an e E JN such that nq 
is separable. Let m be the degree of the minimal-polynomial for a. 
A AO 
P(t) m m-1 m-1 with A. ,B. [x]. = t + --t + ... + E lF B 
m-1 BO l. l. q 
P (a) = 0. 
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= Cl 
Since a is separable, dga. = 
ao 
which will be denoted by -. Hence 
m 
a0 = mqe(~ +;\).Let a. 1 = a.,a.2 , ••• ,a.m be the algebraic conjugated elements 
ao 
of a; then dga.. = - for i = 1, ••• ,m. There exists a uniques E ]N such 
i m 
that 
s-1 s q <ms;q. 
e s 
Now multiply P(t) with the factor (t-x;\q )q -m, then 
e s 
Q(t) = P(t) (t-x;\q )q -m 
is a polynomial over lF {x} of degree n q 
s 
= q whose roots are 
Furthermore 
Q(t) 
where 
= Cl 
n 
E EO 
t n + n-1 tn-1 = + ••• + I 0
n-1 DO 
e q e 
mq .--1 + n;\q • q-
e q e Note that dg(a.1 •••• a,) = mq .--1 + n;\q. n q-
Let /3 be a natural number, which will be fixed later. Denote by 
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D := D0D1 •••• Dn-1 
and by 
Remark that Da. is an algebraic integer. 
l. 
Since f(n) = 0 we have 
e 
0 = fq 
and therefore 
0 = 
n 
TT 
i=l 
( 00 
<n > - I 
k=O 
k 
nq )q 
ckF 
k 
where the sum is taken over all terms 
Now the following product 
e S+l 
0 = Kq Dq 
s 
can be written as 
e (3+1 00 
n 
TT 
i=l 
K~ Dq l l 
v=s kl;;:;: ••• ;;:;:k ;;:;:o 
k n k 
v< 1 n v+l q -q + ••• +q <q 
We split this sum into two parts 
I+ Q = 0, 
e 
00 
- I 
k=O 
ck 
k+e 
nq 
e 
Fq 
k 
k 
n q 
e •• a. 
l. 
n 
k 
00 (J.q 
= I ck I e k=O Fq 
k 
which are different. 
k 
n q 
• • • (J.. 
l. 
n 
= 0 • 
where I is the sum over the terms with v = s, ••• ,(3 and Q is the sum over. the 
other terms. Since 
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is a symmetric polynomial in the roots of a monic polynomial with coeffi-
cients in lF [x] the sum itself is an element of lF [x] according to lemma q q 
3.3. Furthermore from lemma 3.2 it follows that 
is an element of lF [x] for all terms of I, since the maximal term 
k k q k k 
1 n 1 n f3+1 . q + •.• +q with k 1 ~ k 2 ~ ••. ~kn such that q + ••• +q < q is the 
term with k 1 = f3, k 2 = f3 - 1, .•• ,kn = f3 - n + 1. Hence IE lFq[x], which 
means either dgI ~ 0 or I= 0. 
Our aim is to show that for f3 chosen large enough dgQ < 0. Then it 
follows from I+ Q = 0 that I= 0 and Q = 0. Furthermore we shall prove 
that dgQ > - 00 , hence Q ~ 0. This will give the desired contradiction. 
The proof that dgQ < 0 will be split in several parts. Every term of 
Q has the form 
e f3+1 ck ... ck 
Kq Dq 1 n 
f3 e e q q (i 1 , ••• ,in) Fk .•• Fk 
1 n 
(1) I 
kl k v+1 
with k 1 ~ ••• ~ kn ~ 0, qv ~ q + •.• +q n < q and v ~ f3 + 1. 
According to lemma 3.4, since n = qs, there exists exactly one solu-
tion k 1 ~ ••. ~ k n 
k1 k n V ~ 0 of q + ..• +q = q and this solution is given by 
k = ••• = k 1 n = v - s. Let N denote the term of Q where V 
We shall prove 
V 
= q (v = f3+ 1 , ••. ) 
(i) If f3 is chosen sufficiently large then 
dgN . - dgN < 0 V+J V for j = 1,2, •.•• 
Hence for f3 chosen sufficiently large we have 
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for v = B+2, ..• • 
(ii) Let N be a term of Q with 
then 
v kl kn v+l 
q < q + •.. +q < q 
dgN.:. dgN < 0 
V 
(v = S+l, ••. ) , 
if Bis chosen large enough. And for all N ~ NB+l in Q we have 
dgN - dgNS+l < 0. 
Proof of (i): Since k 1 = •.• =kn= v - s we have 
(cv~s)n ( . l . 
q (11,·••1l. ) F n 
v-s 
Hence since c ~ 0 we have N ~ 0 and 
v-s V 
e S+l e v-s v-s dgNV = q dgKB + q dgD - nq (v-s}q + q dg(a 1 .•• an), 
which yields 
(2) e S+l v+e v+e(m dgNv = q dgKB + q dgD - (v-s)q + q ~ _s__ + ;,.} q-1 
For v = B + 1 we get 
e S S-n+l 13+1 S+e+l dgNS+l = q (Sq + •.• +(S-n+l)q } + q dgD - (13+1-s)q + 
+ S+l+e c!!!. • _s__ + ;,.} 
q n q-1 
a e( S S-n+l) B+l+e( a $ µq q + •.. +q + q -µ dgD m q - 1 + s + + - • -- + ;,.) 
e n q-1 q 
S+e-n+l [ n-1 n dgD m 
= q B ( q + ..• +q+ 1) + q ( -S - 1 + s + + -
e n q 
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Since 
n n-1 
-q + q + .•• + q + 1 < 0 
and since 
n dgD m q q (-1 + s + + - • -- + ).) 
e n q-1 q 
is a constant which does not depend on S, there exists a s1 E JN such that 
(3) dgNS+l < 0 
Furthermore we have for j ~ 1 
dgNv+j - dgNv = -(v+j-s)qv+j+e + qv+j+e(~. q~l + ).) + 
= -jqv+j+e + (v - s 
Since 
V - S - S + 1 - s 
we have 
(4) dgN +· - dgN < 0 V ] V 
Hence from (3) and (4) we conclude (i). 
m 
m 
m 
n 
kl kn v+l 
Proof of (ii): N is a term such that qv < q + ... +q < q . According 
to lemma 3.6 there exists an i E {1,2, .•. ,n-1} such that 
According to 
i 
or 
i 
k. 
l. 
+ ••• + q V = q 
lemma 3.5 this is 
= qµ and then 
µo µ1 
= q + q + ... 
only possible if 
kl = ... = k. = V - 11 l. 
l.lr 
+ q - r 
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with 
and 
(iia) First we consider the case that 
Then 
e q q 
Fk ••• Fk 
i+l n 
= k. = V - µ. 
l. 
k. l k 1+ n q q 
Cf. • • •• Cf. • , 
Ji+l Jn 
and therefore 
e 8+1 e v-µ dgN $ q dgKB +q dgD - iq (v-µ)q + 
k +e 
n 
- k q 
n 
v-µ e q 
+ q • i • q (--1 + A) + q-
k. l k 1+ n e q 
+ ( q + .•• +q ) • q (--1 + A) • q-
Since N ~ 0 using (2) we get 
V 
dgN - dgN 
V 
k. 1+e 
$ -(v-µ)qv+e + q 1+ (q~l + A -ki+l) + ••. 
k +e 
••. + n (__g;_ + A - k) + qv+e(__g;_ + A) + (v-s)qv+e + 
q q-1 n q-1 
v+e(m q -
n 
+ (n-i) 
q v+e v+e __g;_ m 
q-l + ;\.) ~ (µ-s)q + q • q-l (1 - ;;:-> + 
k.+e 
q J (__g;_ + A - k.} . 
q-1 J 
Consider the function g: JR+ ➔ JR defined by 
g(x} = qx+e (__g;_ + A - x} • q-1 
Then for x ~ 1 + __g;_q-l + A the function g(x} is monotonically de-lnq 
creasing, hence 
(5) 
k.+e l 
q J (_!L + ;\ - k.) < 
q-1 J = lnq 
_!L + ;\ - - 1- + e q-1 lnq q 
1 
The constant a 1 = lnq 
_!L + ;\ - - 1- + e q-1 lnq q > 0 does not depend on 
. s-1 s the choice of k. 1 , ••• ,k. Furthermore, since q < m ~ q = n we J+ n 
have 
-.!L ( 1 - m) < _!L ( 1 - .!. - !_) = 
q-1 n - q-1 n q 
1 - q < 1. 
n(q-1) 
Now we have 
v+e v+e _ q ) 
dgN - dgNV ~ (µ-s)q + q (1 n(q-1) + nal. 
Since i E {1, ••• ,n-1} and i 
Therefore we have 
= qµ and n = s q we haveµ - s ~ -1. 
for S > s3 . Using (i) we get for S sufficiently large 
dgN - dgNS+l < 0. 
(iib) Now we consider the case that N is a term such that 
V kl kn v+l kl ki V 
q < q + ••• +q < q and q + ••• +q = q where 
µo µ1 µr 
i = q + q + ••• +q - r with µ0 ~ µ 1 ~ .•• 
~ µ ~ 1 and 
r 
µ
0
+ ••. +µr ~ v. Then according to lemma 3.5 we have 
where 
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kl = = k µo 
q -1 
k = = k 
µo µo µ1 
-2 q q +q 
k = = k = V - µ0 - ... "".'. µr µo µ1 µr µo µ1 µr-1 
q +q + ••• +q. -r+l q +q + ••• +q -(r+l) 
and therefore: 
e S+l v-µo+e µo 
dgN $ q dgKS + q dgD - (v-µo)q (q -1) + 
v-µ0-µl+e µ1 v-µo-···-µr+e µr 
-(v-µO-µl)q (q -1)- .•• -{v-µo-···-µr)q (q -1) + 
v-µo-···-µr+e 
-(v-µo-···-µr)q + 
e $+1 v+e v 
= q dgKS + q dgD - (v-µ 0)q + q max dgaj + j 
k. l k i+ e n e 
+ q (max dgaJ.-ki+lq) + ••• + q (max dga.-k q) 
j j J n 
e $+1 v+e v+e q $ q dgKS + q dgD - (v-µo)q + q (q-1 + A) + 
k. 
max (
4
::_1 + A - kj)q J • i+1$j$n 
(n-i)qe 
Since N ~ 0 we have 
V 
Using (iia) we get 
+ (n-i)qe max 
i+1$j$n 
k. 
(_g_ + ' k ) J q-1 A - j q • 
(6) 
dgN - dgNv 
v+e v+e 
:$; (µ0-s)q + q 
~ µ ~ 1 we have 
r 
( 1 q ) + a 
- n(q-1) n 1 • 
µo µ1 µ2 µr s 
q = i + r - (q +q + .•• +q } :$; i :$; n - 1 - q - 1 
and there~ore µ 0 :$; s - 1. Hence we conclude for this N: 
dgN - dgNB+l < 0 for B sufficiently large. 
Combining (5) and (6) we have proved (ii). 
Now choose B > max(B1 ,B2 ,B3 } then for all terms N of Q we have 
dgN < dgNB+l if NF NB+l" 
Since dgNB+l < 0 we conclude I= 0 and Q = O. But since 
dgQ = dgNB+l B+e-n+l n n-1 n-2 = q [-Sq +Bq +(8-l}q + ••. +(8-n+l) + 
+ q n (- l + s + dgD + m • _g_ + A} ] 
e n q-1 q 
we have Q f 0. Hence we have the desired contradiction which proves the 
transcendency of n. D 
3.7. THEOREM. Let n f O be a zero of the function 
J (t) = 
n 
00 
I 
k=0 
n+k q 
c-1? _t __ 
n q 
Fk Fn+k 
then n is transcendental over lF {x}. 
q 
(n E JN} , 
PROOF. We follow the proof of theorem 3.1. According to Corollary 2.9 
for 
dgn = n + ~ + ). q-1 
some A E ]N u {O}. 
e 
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Suppose n is algebraic and nq is separable. Let m be the degree of . 
" 
e 
the minimalpolynomial P for a = nq. Let a 1 = a,a2 , .•• ,am be the conjugated 
elements of a. There exists a uniques such that 
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s-1 s q < m :::;; q • 
Let 
e s 
Q (t) := i? (t) (t - xq (n+H2)) q -m 
then Q(t) is a polynomial over lF {x} of degree N = qs, with roots 
eq 
q (n+:>..+2) 
a 1 , ..• ,am; am+l ·= ... = aN = x • The natural number 8 will be 
chosen later. Let D be a denominator for the coefficients of Q, then Da. 
l. 
is an algebraic integer. Denote by 
Now 
e 
o = J 4 <n> = 
n 
00 
I 
k=O 
k+n 
aq 
and therefore 
We split this sum into two parts: I+ Q = 0, where I denotes the sum over 
the terms with v = s, .•• ,8. Then I js a polynomial. 
kl kN v 
Let N be the term of Q with q + ••. +q = q, hence 
V 
k1 = = kN = v - s. Then 
and 
( 1) 
N 
V 
13+1 n+e 
= Dq Kq 
B ( 
(-l)v-s 
n+e e 
Fq Fq 
v-s n+v-s 
dgN 
V 
8+1 n+e e 
= q dgD + q dgKB + q dgKB+n + 
n+v+e m 2 
-q [2(v-s) - N. q-l - :>.. - 2]. 
Especic{ily: 
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$+n+e+1-N N N-1 N-2 dgN = q [-2$q +(2$+n)q +(2$+n-2)q + ••• $+1 
N dgD m 2 
••. +(2$+n-2N+2)+q <-;- + 2s + N • q-l + A) J 
q 
2 
q-1 + :>i.) J. 
Hence for S suff~ciently large 
(2) dgNS+l < 0. 
Furthermore for S large enough and all v ~ S + 1 we have 
(3) dgN 1 - dgN < (qn+v+e_qn+v+1+e)[2(v-s-1) 
v+ V 
m 
N 
2 
q-1 
kl kN 1 V V+ i' µ If N is a term such that q < q + ••• +q < q and = q, 
k 1 k. V l. 
= k. = v - µ and q = q + ..• +q then using (1) we get 
]. 
d d ::; 2qn+v+e{ (µ-s) + - 1- ( 1 - !!!.) } + gN - gNV q-1 N 
+ n max 
i+1:Sj:SN 
k.+n+e 2 q J (..±S... + A -2k.) . 
q-1 J 
;\.J < o. 
This maximum is less that a constant which does not depend on v, hence for 
S sufficiently large 
(4) dgN - dgN < 0. 
V 
v kl kN v+1 
If N is a term such that q < q + ••• +q < q and 
µo µ1 µr 
i = q + q + ••• +q - r with µ0 ~ µ 1 ~ •.• ~ µr ~ 1 then (using lemma 
3.5) we get 
(5) dgN - dgN" :S 2qn+v+e{(µ -s) + - 1- (1 - !!!.)} + 
v O q-1 N 
+ n max 
i+1:Sj:SN 
k.+n+e 2 q J (..±S.._ + :>i. - 2k.) < 0 
q-1 J 
Hence if we choose S large enough then from (1) , .•• ,(5) we get 
-
00 < dgQ = dgNS+l < O, which gives a contradiction to I+ Q = 0 and 
IEJF[x]. 0 q 
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REMARK. Theorem 3.7 is our result A2 of §1. A special case of result Al 
was proved in theorem 3.1 and Al will be proved in the following theorem. 
3.8. THEOREM. Suppose n t O is a zero of the function 
k 
00 tq 
l ck F 
k=O k 
f(t} = 
with ck E JFq, ck t O for infinitely many k. Then n ~s transcendental 
over :IF {x}. q 
PROOF. The function f(t} can be written also in the form 
v. 
with 
00 
f<t> = I 
j=O 
C E ]F , 
v. q 
J 
C 
v. 
J 
t 
q J 
F 
v. 
J 
for j = 0,1, ••.• 
Let n t O be a zero off, then from theorem 2.2 it follows that 
dgn = 
VK-1 (v -v 1}q K K-
V +--------
K V V K K-1 q -q 
where v > v 1 are non-negative integers determined by the coefficients K K-
off: C t 0, C 
VK-1 VK_l+l 
= t O. Remark that dgn > 0. = C l = 0, C v- V 
K K 
e 
Suppose n is algebraic, then a= nq is separable with minimal-
s-1 s polynomial P(t} of degree m. Lets be determined by q < m ~ q and 
define A=: [dgn], where [dgn] denotes the entier of the positive number 
dgn. Let 
e n-m 
Q(t) = P(t) (t - xAq) , 
A e 
where n = qs. Then Q(t) has the roots a 1 = a,a2 , ••• ,am; am+l = •.• =an= x q 
e 
Define D and KB as in the proof of theorem 3.1. Then fq (n} = 0 and therefore 
e B+l n 
0 = Kq Dq TT 
B i=l 
e 8+1 co 
= Kq Dq l l 
8 v=s k 1~ ••• ~k ~o k n k 
V 1 q Sq + ••• +q 
ck ••• ck 
1 n 
e e q q 
Fk ••• Fk 
n v+l 1 n 
<q 
which sum is split into two parts I+ Q = 0, where I is the sum over the 
terms with v = s,s+l, ••• ,8. Then IE lF [x] which means either dgI ~ 0 q 
or I= O. Every term of Q has the form 
with 
v kl kn v+l 
~ k ~ 0, q Sq + ••. +q < q , V ~ 8 + 1. 
n 
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Let 
(i) 
kl kn 
N denote the term of Q where q + •.• +q 
V 
V 
= q (v~8+1). We shall prove: 
If 8 is chosen sufficiently large and such that c 0 # 0 then µ-S 
dgNS+l < 0 and NS+l # 0. Furthermore if Nv # 0 then for 8 sufficiently 
large 
dgN . 
V+J 
dgN < 0 
V 
for j = 1,2, •••. 
Hence for all v > 8 + 1 we have 
V kl kn v+l (ii) If N is a term of Q with q < q + ••• +q < q (v~8+1) and N # O, 
V 
then if 8 is chosen large enough we have 
dgN - dgN < 0. 
V 
Hence for all terms N of Q, N # NS+l we have 
dgN < dgNS+l' 
which means 
dgQ = dgNS+l < 0. 
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Then it follows that 
I= 0 and Q = 0. 
On the other hand since N
8
+l f O and dgQ = dgN8+l we have Q f 0. 
Contradiction! 
Proof of (i): The only possible solution for k 1 , ••• ,kn in NV is 
kl = ••. = k n = v - sand 
Hence if c f Owe have N f O and V-S V 
For v 
dgN 
V 
e 8+1 e v-s 
= q dgK8 + q dgD - nq (v-s)q + 
e e e 
+ q (mq dgn + (n-m)q [dgn]) 
= 8 + 1 and c 0 1 f Owe get: µ+ -s 
d < q8+e-n+1[ 8 (qn-1 + ..• +q+l) + qn (-8 _ l + s + dgD + !!!, dgn + n-m[dgn])] gN8+1 - e n n 
q 
which is< 0 for all 8 > 8 1 for which c 8+l-s; 0. Analogously for j ~ 1 and 
c ; O, c . ; 0 we find 
V-S V+J-S 
dgN . - dgN < O, 
V+] \I 
which proves (i). 
v kl kn v+l v 
Proof of (ii): Now q < q + ••• +q < q and therefore q 
for a certain i, 1 $ i < n. We distinguish the two cases 
(a) i = qµ and k 1 = ... = k. = V - µ l. 
µo µ1 µr 
(b) i = q + q + ••. +q - r with µo ~ ~ µr ~ 1 and 
(iia) Now 
ck ••• ck 
i+l n (a.. • •• a.. ) 
e e q q 
Fk ••• Fk 
i+1 n 
J1 Ji 
µo+. • .+µr 
v-µ q 
$ v. 
which gives 
o+l k. 1+e k +e e µ v+e 1+ n 
dgN ~ q dgKf3 + q dgD - q (v-µ) - ki+lq - •.• -knq + 
k. l k e v 1+ n 
+ q dgTJ ( q +q + •.• +q ) • 
Suppose N f 0, then from(*) it follows that 
V 
v+e v+e m dgN - dgNV ~ (µ-s)q + q (dgn-[dgn])(l - n) + 
+ (n-i) max 
i+l~j~n 
k.+e 
q J (dgn - k.). 
J 
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. x+e ( d ) . Since max q -x + gn does not depend on the choice of ki+1 , ••• ,kn 
x~O 
we conclude dgN - dgN < 0 for f3 large enough and N f O. 
V V 
(iib) Now 
where 
kl = = k µo 
q -1 
k = = k 
µo µo µ1 
-2 q q +q 
= V - µ - µ 
0 1 
k = = k JJo µr-1 
q + ..• +q -r+l 
]Jo ]Jr 
q + •.• +q -(r+l) 
= V - ].l - ••• - ].l , 
0 r 
and therefore 
e f3+1 v+e v+e dgN ~ q dgKf3 + q dgD - (v-µo)q + q dgn + 
+ (n-i) 
k.+e 
q J (dgn - k.) • 
J 
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Suppose N i O then 
\) 
v+e v+e m dgN - dgN\) ~ (µ0-s)q + q (dgn-[dgn]) (1 - ;;-> + 
+ (n-i) 
if 8 is large enough. 
max 
i+l~j~n 
k.+e 
q J (dgn - k.) < 0 
J 
From (i) and (ii) it follows that if Ni NS+l then 
dgN - dgNS+l < 0. 
We have proved now the contradiction I= Q = 0 and dgQ = dgNB+l (NB+liO), 
and therefore our assumption "n is algebraic" is false. D 
4. THE TRANSCENDENCY OF ~(a) FOR ALGEBRAIC a i 0 
The function f: ~+~given by the power series 
00 
f(t> = I 
i=O 
i 
a.t 
l. 
with a. E ~, which converges for all t with dgt < R is called Unear if 
l. 
{
f(t+u) = f(t) + f(u) 
f(ct) = cf(t), 
for all t,u E ~ with dgt < R, dgu <Rand all c E JF. q 
For linear functions we define for all t for which the involving series 
r 
converge the operators 8 (r=l,2, .•• ) by 
8f(t) = f(xt) - xf(t) 
r-1 
8rf(t) = 8r-lf(xt) - xq 8r-lf(t), r ~ 2. 
0 
For purpose of notation: 8 f(t) = f(t). 
A power series f: ~+~is called entire if f converges for all t E ~-
For entire linear functions f we have an "expansion foPrrtUla" (see 
L. CARLITZ [1]), namely: 
for eve»y M E JF [x] we have q 
where F is 
\) 
dgM 
iJJ (M) 
f(Mt) I \) 11"f(t), = F 
v=O \) 
defined in def. 1.1 and 
iJJ (t) = 
\) TT (t - E). 
dgE<v 
EElF [x] q 
4.1. LEMMA. Let K be a separable finite algebraic extension of lF {x} of q 
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degree h. Let r,s E JN with 0 < r < s. Then the system of linear equations 
s 
l ak. X. = 0 
i=1 1 1 
(k=1, . .. ,r) , 
where aki are algebraic integers in Kand 
a = max(dgak. ,0) 
k . J. ,J. 
cs+ar dgX. < ---
1 s-r 
(i=1, .•. ,s), 
where c is a positive constant only depending on the field K. 
PROOF. See [5], lemma 1. 0 
4.2. LEMMA. Let 
iJJ (t) := µ TT 
E 
dgE<µ 
(t - E) 
where E E lF [x]. Then q 
iJJ (A) dg ___ µ__ 
F µ 
m-1 
< q 
for au A E lF [x] with dgA < m and au µ E {0,1, .•• ,m-1}. q 
PROOF. We may suppose that dgA ~µ,then 
iJJ (A) 
dg -~~- = l 
µ dgE<µ 
dg(A-E) - µqµ = (dgA-µ)qµ. 
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Consider the function f: JR+ + JR defined by 
f(y) = (dgA-y)qY. 
Then 
f' (y) = 0 for 
Hence 
y = dgA 1 lnq 
l dgA 
f(y) ~ - q lnq 
1 
lnq for ally~ 0. 
For q ~ 3 we have 
f(y) ~ qdgA-1 for ally~ 0. 
Hence 
(dgA-µ)qµ <_ qdgA-1 < qm-1 1 { } µ E 0,1, ••• ,m-1 • 
For q 1 = 2 we have ln2 > 2 and therefore 
f(y) < 2.qdgA-2 = 2dgA-1 < 2m-1 for allµ. 
Hence for allµ~ dgA we have 
dg 
1/J µ (A) 
F µ 
m-1 
< q 
Forµ> dgA we have 1/J (A) = O. D µ 
4.3. THEOREM. Let a E <Ii, a ,f O and a-1~ i lF {x}. Then 1/J(a) is t-Pansaen-q 
dental ove-P lF {x}. q 
REMARK. From this theorem it follows that 1/J(a) is transcendental for al-
gebraic a ,f 0, which was already proved by L.I. WADE [8]. Now we give a 
different proof, which is a refinement of the methods used in [9], [4] and 
[5]. 
PROOF. Let a E <Ii, a ,f O and 
for if dga ~ 7" then there exists 
-1 ~ q-(Ea) ~ i lF { x}, hence if we q 
a-
1
~ i lF {x}. We 
q 
E E lF [x] q 
have proved the 
may suppose that dga > _s_l q-
such that dg(Ea) > _s_l and q-
theorem for a with dga > _s_l q-
then 1/J(Ea) is transcendental. Using the expansionformula we get 
dgE 
qi (Ea) = l 
µ=0 
l/1 (E) µ 
(-1)µ µ wq (a) 
F µ 
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and from the assumption qi(a) algebraic we conclude l/J(Ea) algebraic. Hence 
from now on dga > ~ q-1 • e 
Suppose qi(a) is algebraic. Then there exists an e E lN such that l/Jq (a) 
e 
is separable. Let K = lF {x} (wq (a)) and h = [K: lF {x}]. Define 
* q q 
d t = max(dgt,0) ~ Define the function 
k 1 q -1 q -1 . 
L(t) := l I x .. (d*t>J 
i=0 j=0 iJ 
. e 
l/Jiq (at), 
where k and 1 are positive integers which will be chosen later and the 
polynomials X .. E lF [x] are to be defined by the following system of at 
m ~J . q k+l 'abl 
most q equations in the q vari es X •. : 
i] 
L(A) = 0 for A E lF [ X J , dgA < m. q 
The coefficients of X •• in these equations are algebraic in K, since 
0 = L(A) 
i] 
k q -1 
= z: 
i=0 
e k+m 
In fact the coefficients of X •• are polynomials in l/Jq (a) of degree~ q 
iJ e 
with coefficients in lF {x}. Let r E lF {x} be such that rqiq (a) is an 
q q k+e k+m 
algebraic integer of K. Let c 1 = dgr. Then~ rq L(A) = 0, 
A E lF [ x], dgA < m is a system of at most qm linear equations in the X .. q i] 
with algebraic integers as coefficients; we write this system in the form 
Hence 
k 1 q -1 q -1 
l l D .. x .. = 0. 
i=0 j=0 iJ iJ 
k+e m k+m 1 k+e m-1 k+m+e dgD,. ~ q .mq + c 1q + q m + q .q + q max(0,dgl/1 (a)) i] µ 
k+m+e 1 ~ (m+c2 )q + mq, 
where c 2 is a positive real constant. Now put k < ½ 1 and m = k+ 1-1, then 
2l+e dgD .. ~ (2m+c3) q iJ 
with c 3 > 0. We use lemma 4.1 with r 
m k+l 
= q , s = q * a = max d D .. , then 
i] 
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we conclude that there exist 
X .. E lF [x], 
l.J q 
k 1 i = o, ... ,q -1; j = o, ... ,q -1, 
not all zero, such that 
k+l 2l+e m 
(1) dgX .. 
l.J 
cq + (2m+c3}q .q :;;------------k+l q m - q 
2l+e 
= (2m+c4 )q , 
where c
4 
> O. 
Define 
where 
BCµ) := {A + ll -l~B, dgB < dgA < µ; A,B E lF [x] not both zero}, q 
~ = lim 
k+oo 
and therefore ~(B~) = 0 for all B E lF [x]. Hence for all t E B (µ) we have: q 
L(t) -1 = L(A + ll ~B} = 
k 1 q -1 q -1 1 . 
1/iiq 
e 
= }: l X .. Cd* (A+a - ~B)) J (a.A + 
i=O . 0 l.J J= 
k 1 q -1 q -1 1 . 
1/iiq 
e 
= }: l x .. (d*(A+a.- ~B))J ( a.A) • 
i=O . 0 l.J J= 
Since dga > _g_ and dg~ = _g_ we have q-1 q-1 
-1 -1 dg(A+a. ~B) = max(dgA,dga ~B) = dgA, 
hence 
1 
. e 
(2) 
k q -1 
L(A+a.-1~B) = l 
i=O 
q -1 . \ * J l X •. (d A) 
j=O l.J 
iji1.q (aA) • 
This means for all t E B(m) we have (since dgA < m): 
(3) -1 L(t) = L(A+a ~B) = L(A) = 0. 
B~} 
V The number of polynomials B with dgB < dgA and dgA =vis q. Since 
a-
1 t; t lF {x} we have q 
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-1 
Hence the number of different elements A+ a i;B with dgB < dgA and dgA = v 
is qv(qv+l_qv), and therefore the number of elements of B(µ) is 
µ-1 
, v( v+1 v) l q· q -q 
v=O 
If we denote the number of elements of B(µ) by NB(µ), then forµ> 1 we have 
(4) q2µ-2 < NB(µ) < q2µ-1. 
Now letµ~ m. Define 
(5) n := µ - k + 1 
then n ~ 1 and n ~ 2k. 
Suppose L(t) = 0 for all t EB(µ). Let DE lF [x], dgD =µ,then q 
DE B(µ+1). The function 
L(1/n) 
-1 IT (t-A-a i;B) 
B(µ) 
is an entire function, hence according to the maximum-modulus-principle 
(see [3]) we have 
Sinceµ 
and 
L (D) dg -----=--'----
-1 IT {D-A-a i;B) 
BCµ) 
max 
dgt=2µ 
-1 
= dgD > max(dgA,dga i;B) we have 
dg IT 
B(µ) 
-1 (D-A-a i;B) = µ.NB(µ) 
( 
L(t) ) dg 1 . 
IT (t-A-a - i;B) / 
8(µ) 
-1 dg IT (t-A-a i;B) = 2µ NB(µ) . 
B(µ) 
dgt=2µ 
Hence using (4) we have 
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dgL(D) ~ max dgL(t) - µNB\µ) < 
dgt=2µ 
max 
dgt=2µ 
dgL(t) - µq 2µ- 2 • 
From the definition of L(t) we get by using (1) and (5): 
(6) 
Hence 
max 
dgt=2µ 
1 k+e dgL(t) ~ max dgX .. + 2µq + q 
. . l.J 1.,J 
max 
dgt=2µ 
2l+e 1 k+e+2µ ~ (2m+c4 )q + 2µq + c 5q 
4 2n+e 2n+e+3k-2 ~ µq + c6q . 
) q 2n+e( 4µ 3k-2 2k-3-e) dgL(D ~ + c6q - µq · 
k+e µ+k+e 
(dgi/J (at) ,0) 
L(D) is algebraic and Fq rq L(D) is an algebraic integer, hence µ 
k+e µ+k+e 
(N(Fq rq L(D)) E JF [x], µ q 
where N(B) = 81 , •.. ,Bh where 81 , ..• ,Bh are the conjugated elements of Bin 
Kif Bis algebraic in K. Therefore 
k+e µ+k+e 
dg(N(Fq rq L(D)) = µ 
k+e+µ µ+k+e h[µq +c1q +dgL(D)] = 
2n+e 2n+e ~ h[µq +c 1q +dgL(D)] h 
2n+e[ (5 2k-3-e) 3k-2 J ~ q µ -q +c7q • 
Now first choose k > k0 such that 
5 2k-3-e - q < 0 
and then 1 > 10 such that 
l( 5-q2k-3-e) 3k-2 < O + c7q 
then we must conclude 
L(D) = 0. 
According to (2) we now have for all t e: 8(µ+1): 
(7) -1 L(D+a ~B) = L(D) = 0. 
Combining (3) and (7) we have 
L(t) = 0 for all t € B(µ), µ = 1,2, •••• 
We already have remarked that all these zeros of L(t) are different. 
Now k and 1 are fixed under the above conditions. Since Lis entire 
and not a polynomial we have (see [5]): 
L(t) = y0t TT (1 
nEB(v) 
_ t) µ (n} TT 
n niB(v) 
nfO 
n zero of L 
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with y0 E ~, where µ(n) = multiplicity of the zero n and µ(n) ~ 1. Further-
more 
dg TT t 0 max ( 1 - -) ~ 
dgt=2v nil:B(v) n 
nf o 
n zero of L(t) 
and TT -1 (A+a i;B-t) 
TT t B(v) (1 - -) = 
nEB(v) n TT -1 (A+a i;B) 
B<v> 
From these formulae we get: 
max dgL(t) ~ dgy0 + 2v + 2vNB(v) - l dgt=2v B(v) 
-1 dg(A+a i;B} 
2v-2 ~ dgy0 + 2v + 2vNB(v) - vNB(v) ~ c 8 + 2v + vq 
where c 8 is a constant only depending on L(t). On the other hand from (6) 
we have 
max dgL(t) 
dgt=2v 
(2 ) 2l+e k+e+2v 1 ~ m+c4 q + c 5q + 2vq, 
where m, k and 1 are now fixed constants. Hence both inequalities for 
max dgL(t) are contradictory for v large enough, which proves our 
dgt=2v 
theorem. D 
,, -1 
4.4. LEMMA. If a i; E JF {x} then ljJ (a) is algebraia over lF {x}. q q 
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PROOF. If a-1~ E lF {x} then a= E_~ with E,F E lF [x] and (E,F) = 1. 
q F q E 
[ (E ,F) = 1 means: E and F have no connnon factor. J If - E lF [x] then F q 
ip (a) = 0 (Cor. 2. 9) • Let i Et lF q[x]. Consider a 1 = ~F -l. Then 
hence ljJ(a1) is a zero of an algebraic equation with coefficients in lFq{x} 
and therefore ljJ(a1) is algebraic. Now 
is a rational combination of algebraic elements; hence ljJ(a) is algebraic 
over lF {x}. D q 
Now we have proved the following theorem. 
4.5. THEOREM. If a E cf>, a -:f:: o then ljJ(a) is transcendental over lF {x} if 
-1 q 
and only if a ~ E lF {x}. q 
4.6. COROLLARY. If a E cf>, a -:f:: 0 and a is algebraic, then ip(a) is transcen-
dental over lF {x}. q 
PROOF. Since~ is transcendental -1 over lF {x} (theorem 3 .1) a ~ is trans-
cendental over lF {x} and therefore q 
dental over lF {x}. D q 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let A(t): 
00 qj 
l !__be 
. 0 L. J= J 
-1 q 
a ~ Et lF {x}, hence ljJ (a) is transcen-q 
defined for { t E <I> I dgt < 2-}. 
q-1 
If a E <I>, a -:f:: 0, dga <~and a is algebraic, then A(a} is transcendental 
over lF {x}. q 
PROOF. Since A is the inverse function of ljJ (see CARLITZ [1]) we have 
ljJ(A(a)) = a. 
Since a -:f:: 0 and since A has no zeros for dgt < ~ 1 we have A(a) -:f:: 0. q-
Suppose A(a) is algebraic, then according to cor. 4.6 1/J(A(a}) is transcen-
dental over lF {x}. This contradicts our assumption that a is algebraic. D 
'" q 
4.8. THEOREM. Suppose a E cf>, a -:f:: 0 and a is algebraic over lF {x}. Define q 
00 
f<t> := I 
j=O 
c. 
J F. 
J 
where cj E lF q and 3c E lF q' c ,f, 0 suah that cj+l 
Then f(a) is transcendental over lF {x}. q 
e 
= c.c., 
J 
j = 0,1,2, •... 
PROOF. Suppose f(a) is algebraic and let fq (a) be separable. Let 
e e 
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r E lF [x] be such that ffq {a) is an algebraic integer. K = lF { x} ( fq q (a)) q 
and [K: lF {x}] = h. As in theorem 4.3 we define q 
k q -1 
L(t) := I 
i=O 
. e 
f 1 q (at), 
where k and 1 E JN, k <-11 will be chosen later and Xij E lF q[ x] are de-
fined by the following system of equations 
L(A) = 0 for A E lF [x], dgA < m, q 
where m = k + 1 - 1. By the same arguments as used in theorem 4.3 we find: 
the X .. are not all zero and l.J 
) 2l+e dgX . . :,; ( 2m + c4 q l.J 
where c 4 is a positive real constant which does not depend on m, 1 and k. 
There exists a minimal m0 E lN u { 0} such that 
~ Now we want k and 1 to be such that m > m0 . 
Define 
8(µ} 
a - l S I A E lF [x J, S a zero of f ( t) , A and B not } 
q 1 
both zero-; dgA < µ, dg/3 < dgA + q- l - m0 • 
For all t EB(µ) we have 
-1 L(t) = L(A+a (3) = 
k q -1 
I 
i=O 
k q -1 
= I 
i=O 
1 
q -1 1 . l X .. (d*(A+a- S))J 
. 0 l.J J= 
. e 
f 1 q (aA+S) = 
. e 
f 1 q (aA). 
1 Since dg/3 < dgA + q-1 
* -1 m0 we have d (A+a B) = dgA. Therefore for all 
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t EB(µ) we have: 
Hence 
k q -1 
L(t) = l 
i=O 
1 q -1 I x .. cd*A>j 
. ·o l.J J= 
L(t) = O, Vt E B(m). 
. e 
f1.q (a.A). 
1 According to cor.' 2.9 the number of zeros 8 of f(t) with dg8 = -- + k is 
k k-1 q-l 
q - q , k = 1,2, ••• ; hence the number of zeros 8 of f(t) with 
1 v-mo 
dg8 < dgA + q-l - m0 with dgA = v ~ m0 is q • The number of polynomials 
· th d ' v+l v S' f ( ) ' 1 · 11 f f { ) A w1. gA = v 1.s q q. 1.nce t 1.s 1.near a zeros o t are 
different, for if f(8) = 0 and dg8 = q=l + k, then c8 + 81 where f(8 1) = 0 1 
and dg8 1 < q-l + k and c E lFq' c "# 0 is also a zero of f and 
dg(c8+81 ) = q=l + k. Since c "# 0 and 81 "# 0 we have c8 + 8 1 "# 8. The number 
of different zeros c8 + 81 with dg8 = ~ + k, c E lF , c "# 0 and 1 k k-1 q- q 
dg8 1 < q-l + k is q - q • Hence all zeros of f(t) are different. 
Since a. is algebraic and according to theorem 3.1 a zero 8 "# 0 of f(t) 
-1 is transcendental, we have a. 8 is transcendental for every zero 8 "# 0 of 
f (t) . Suppose 
-1 -1 
Al + a. 81 = A2 + a. 82, 
then 
-1 
Al - A =a. (82-81>· 2 
-1 Since 82 - 81 is a zero of f(t) it follows that a. (82-81 } is transcenden-
tal unless 81 = 82 • Hence A1 = A2 and 81 = 82 • This means that all 
-1 
elements A+ a. 8 of B(µ) are different. Therefore the number of elements 
of B(µ) is 
µ-1 
r 
v= m 0 
v-mo 1 mo 
( V+ V) l q q -q + q -
2µ-m0 m0+1 
= q +q 
q+l - 1. 
If we denote the number of elements of B(µ) by NB(µ) then forµ> m0 we 
have 
,, 
2µ-m -2 
q O < NB(µ) < q2µ-l 
Now we proceed in the same way as in theorem 4.3, which leads to the choice 
2k-3-m -e 0 
of k such that q > 5 and then 1 such that 
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2k-3-m0-3 3k_2 1(5-q ) + c
7
q < 0 where c 7 is the same constant as in theorem 
4.3. With this choice of k and 1 we conclude that L(t) = 0 for all 
t EB(µ),µ= 1,2, .... 
This gives us a productrepresentation for L(t) from which it follows 
that 
max dgL(t) 
dgt=2v 
2v-m -2 0 ~ c 8 + 2v + vq , 
and on the other hand from the definition of L(t) we get 
2l+e k+e+2v 1 
max dgL(t) ~ (2m+c4)q + c 5q + 2vq, dgt=2v 
which gives for v large enough the desired contradiction. Hence our assump-
tion that f(a) is algebraic is false. 0 
REMARK. In the proof of theorem 4.8 we use the expansionformula for f(t) 
to determine the X .. , namely since cj+1 = c.c. we get J.J 
f(aA) = drA 
µ=O 
from which it follows 
L(A) = 0, 
J 
l/1µ (A) fiµf(a) drA 
l/1 (A) 
= 
µ 
F F µ µ=O µ 
that the system of linear 
A E lF [x], dgA < m q 
cµ 
µ 
fq (a) 
equations 
in the X •. has algebraic coefficients. Hence it does not seem possible to 
l.J 
generalize theorem 4.8 to all functions of the form 
00 qj 
g(t) I t = c. j=O J F. J 
, cj E lF q' cj f:. 0 for infinitely many j, 
without a different method. 
L.I. WADE proved in [8] that for EE lF [x], g(E) is transcendental q 
a consequence of his theorem 3.2: over lF { x} as q 
"If B0 ,B1 , ••• satisfy the conditions 
(i) Bk E lF q[x] 
(ii) Bk f:. 0 for infinitely many k 
( J.. i· i' ) d ( 1) ( 1) k- l k . gBk < q- k- q - bkq for all sufficiently large k, where 
b + 00 ask+ oo 
k 
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oo Bk 
then l - is transcendental over JF {x}". 
k=O Fk q 
In a forthcoming paper we shall discuss a more general result of this 
type. 
5. TRANSCENDENCE PROPERTIES OF BESSELFUNCTIONS IN ALGEBRAIC NONZERO POINTS 
In [2] L. CARLITZ introduced the following function: 
n+r 
00 tq 
J (t) = I (-1) r n' n E Z, n 
r=O F Fq 
n+r r 
-1 
where (F ) := 0 for n = 1,2, •.•. For these functions, which we shall 
-n 
call the Carlitz-Bessel-functions, he proved among other things the follow-
ing relations for all n E ~= 
-n 
J (t) = (-1)n{J (t)}q 
-n n 
r 
~rJ (t) = Jq (t), 
n n-r 
r = 0,1,2, •.• 
n 
Jn+l (t) - (xq -x)Jn(t) + J~-l (t) = O. 
Using these relations we proved in [4], lemma 3.1 the following lemma: 
5.1. LEMMA. J 2n(t) and J 2n+l(t) Cll'e lineCll' polynomials in J 0 (t) and ~J0 (t) 
of degree qn with coefficients in JF [x] of degree< q 2n respectively 
2~1 q 
< q 
5 .2. LEMMA. Let n E lN u {O}, then J (t) has a 
n 
and has qk+l - qk different zeros S with dgS = 
n zeros S has order q. 
zero of order qn int= 0 
n + 2k + ~ 1 • Each of these q-
n PROOF. According to car. 2.9 J (t) has a zero of order q int= O and has 
n+k+1 n+k n 
q - q zeros S with 
dgS 2 = n + 2(k+1) + q-l k = 0,1, ..• 
and J (t) does not have any other zeros. 
n 
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Let 8 be a zero of J (t) with dg8 = n + 
c8 + a* with c E lF , c 'Fn 0 and a* a zero of q 
2 2(k+1) + --1 then the elements q- * 
J (t) with dg8 < dg8 are all 
n 
* different. If k = 0 the number of different elements c6 + 8 is q-1. From 
this it follows inductively for arbitrary k > 0 that the number of differ-
* . k+l k 
ent elements c8 + 8 is q - q. Hence the number of different zeros 8 
2 . k+l k 
with dg8 = n + 2(k+1) + --1 is q - q. g:- -n 
Since J (t) = (-l)n{J (t)}q it follows that if 8 is a zero of J (t) 
-n n n 
then J (6) = 0. Hence 
-n 
n 
J (t) = (-l)n{J (t)}q 
n -n 
and therefore 6 is a zero of J (t) with multiplicity~ qn. Since the total 
n 2a . n+k+l n+k 
number of zeros 8 with dg8 = n + 2k + ~ 1 is q - q the zero 8 has q-
multiplicity exactly qn. O 
5.3. THEOREM. If a E 4>, a :/ 0 and a algebraic ove:r lF {x} then J (a) and q n 
8J (a) cannot be both aZgeb:raic ove:r lF {x}. 
n q 
PROOF. It is sufficient to consider only the case n ~ O; for if n < O then 
from the assumption J (a) and 8J (a) are both algebraic it follows that 
n n 
since 
-n 
J (a) = (-l)n{J (a)}q 
-n n 
J (a) is algebraic and since 
-n 
8J (a) = J (xa) - xJ (a) = 
-n -n -n 
-n 
= (-1)n{8J (a)}q 
n 
-n -n 
+ (-l)n(xq -x){J (a) }q 
n 
also 8J_n(a) is algebraic. Hence we suppose from now on n ~ O. 
Suppose J (a.) and 8J (a) are both algebraic. Then 3e E JN such that 
e n e n 
Jq (a) and (8J (a))q are separable and they generate a normal algebraic 
n n 
extension K of lF {x} q 
Let r E lF {x} be q 
integers in K. Define 
of degree h. 
e e 
such that fJq (a) and f(8J (a))q 
n n 
k 1 
q \-1 q \-1 * j . e 
L(t) := l l X .. (d t) J 1 q (at), 
i=0 j=o iJ n 
are algebraic 
1 
where k and 1 E JN are to be chosen later such that k < -
2 
and the x. . are 
1] 
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to be determined by the following system of equations 
L(A) = 0 for A E lF [x], dgA < m, q 
where m := k + 1 - 1. This means 
k q -1 
I 
i=O 
1 q -1 l X, .Cd*A)j 
. 0 l.J J= 
Using the relations for J (t) this system can be written as 
n 
or 
k q -1 
I 
i=O 
1 q -1 . \ * J l X,.(d A) 
. 0 l.J J= 
(
d~A $ (A) µ \iqe 
2 µ Jq ca> = o, 
0 F n-µ } µ= µ 
dgA < m • 
dgA < m, 
k q -1 
I 
i=O 
1 q -1 . \ * J l X •. (d A) 
. 0 l.J J= 
( 
n $ (A) µ d~A $ (A) \iqe l µ Jq (a)+ l (-1)µ µ J (a)} = 
µ=O F µ n-µ µ=n+l F µ µ-n 
O, dgA < m. 
It now follows from this and lennna 5.1 that the coefficients of X •• in this 
e e l.J 
are polynomials in J6 (a) and (6J0 (a))q of degree system of equations 
[m+n]+l 
:,; q 2 (qk-1) with coefficients in lF {x}. Hence if m > 2n and since q 
m = k + 1 - 1 using lennna 5.1 we have: 
k+e 21 
Fq fq L(A) 
m 
= 
k 
-1 q 
I 
i=O 
1 q -1 
I D, .X .. j=O l.J l.J = o, dgA < m, 
m is a system of at most q linear equations in the X •• with algebraic inte-
l.J 
gers as coefficients, where 
l+[m+n] 
k+m+e 21 k+e ( m-1 m-n 2 dgDij < mq + c 0q + q q + q + c 1q ) 
with c 0 = dgf and c 1 = max(dgJ0 {a) ,dg6J0 (a) ,0), hence 
d 2l+e(2 ) gD .. :,; q m + c 2 l.J 
where c2 > O. Using lennna 4.1 we conclude that there exist 
X •. E lF [x], 
l.J q 
i = 0,1, ••• ,qk-1; j 
not all zero such that 
k+l 2l+e m 
dgX .. :;;; 
J.J 
cq +(2m+c2 )q .q 
k+l m q -q 
2l+e 
= {2m+c3 )q , 
with c 3 > 0. 
Let m0 E JN u { 0} be minimal such that 
We later choose k such that k > m0 • Define 
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{
A + a -l8 I A E lF [x], 8 a 
B(µ) := q 
both O; dgA < µ, 
zero of Jn(t), A and 8 not} 
2 • 
dg8 < dgA + n + q-l - m0 
For all t EB(µ) we have 
Now we have 
and since 
-1 L(t) = L(A+a 8) = 
k q -1 
I 
i=O 
-1 2 dga 8 < -dga + dgA + n + 
q-1 
* -1 * d {A+a 8) = d {A), 
hence 
-1 
L{A+a 8) = L{A) 
which gives 
L(t) = 0 fort E B(m). 
m0 < dgA, 
. e iq J 0 {aA+8). 
n According to lemma 5.2 Jn(t) has a zero of order q int= 0 and 
k+1 k 
J (t) has q - q different zeros 8 with 
n 
dg8 = n + 2(k+1) + ~l 
q-
each of'order qn, k = 1,2, ••.• Since a~ 0 is algebraic and the zeros 
8 ~ 0 of J (t) are transcendental (th. 3.7), the number of different ele-
n_1 
ments A+ a 8 of B(µ) with dgA = v ~ m0 is 
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v-m 
0 ( v+l v) q q -q • 
Therefore the total number of elements of B (µ) is 
µ-1 v-m mo 
NB(µ) I 0 ( v+l v) 1 = q q -q + q -
v=m 0 
which gives forµ ;:,: m: 
2µ-2 q < NB(µ) 2µ-1 < q • 
Define n := µ - k + 1 and suppose L(t) = 0 fort E 8(µ). The function 
L(t) /TT 
/ B;µ) 
-1 (t-A-a f3} 
is an entire function and according to the maximum modulus principle we 
have 
dgL(D) < I 
B(µ) 
-1 dg(D-A-a f3) + max 
dgt=2µ 
< max dgL(t) - µNB(µ). 
dgt=2µ 
d ( L(t) ) 
g\ TT (t-A-a -l f3) 
BCµ) 
Furthermore 
Since 
we have 
max 
dgt=2µ 
1 k+e dgL(t) ~ max dgX .. + 2µq + q max {dgJ (at),O). 
i,j iJ dgt=2µ n 
oo n+r 
J (at) = 
n 
l (-l)r (at)q 
n 
F Fq 
n+r r 
r=O 
max 
dgt=2µ 
dgJ (at) 
n 
n+r 
::._ max q (dga+2µ-n-2r) < 
r2:0 
mo 
n+µ-[ -] 2 2 µ+n 
__ < q (1 + -) = C q q-1 4 
where c 4 > 0 only depends on a. Hence 
dgL(D) 2l+e 1 k+e+µ+n < (2m+c 3)q + 2µq + c 4q -
2n+e( 4 2k-1+n 2k-3-e) < q µ+c5q -µq . 
2µ-2 q 
Since L(D) is algebraic it follows from the definition of Land lemma 5.1 
that 
k+e 2n 
Fq rq L(D) 
µ 
is an algebraic integer G, and 
[ k+e+µ 2n 2n+e( 4 2k-1+n 2k-3-e)] N(G) 2._ h q µ+c 0q +q µ+c 5q -µq 
h 2n+e[ (5 2k-3-e) 2k-1+n] < q µ -q +c6q 
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with 
2k-3-e 
c 6 > O. Now choose k such that 5 - q < 0 and k > m0 and then 1 
that 1(5-q2k-3-e) + c
6
q 2k-l+n < 0 then L(D) = 0. such 
Now the integers k, 1 and mare fixed. We have L(t) = 0 for all 
t EB(µ),µ~ m. 
Since L(t) is an entire function we have 
L(t) 
n 
= y tq 
0 
TT (1 
nEB(v) 
_ t) µ (n) TT (1 
n niB(v) 
nfO 
n zero of L(t) 
with y 0 E ~, where µ(n) ~ 1 is the multiplicity of the zero n of L(t). 
Let v0 be the minimum of the degrees of the zeros f O of L(t), then 
Therefore 
max 
dgt=2v 
TT (1 - t)µ(n) ~ max 
vo 
dgt= 2 
TT ( 1 - !_) µ ( n) = O. 
nElBCv) n n,B(v) n 
nfo 
max dgL(t) 
dgt=2v 
nfo 
~ dgy O + 2vqn + 2vMB(v) - 2 B(v) 
-1 dg(A+a 8) 
n n 2v-2 ~ dgy0 + 2vq + vNB(v) ~ c 7 + 2vq + vq 
On the other hand 
max dgL(t) 
dgt=2v 
2l+e 1 k+e+n+v ~ (2m+c3 )q + 2vq + c 4q 
and both inequalities are contradictory for v sufficiently large. Hence at 
least one of the elements J (a), ~J (a) is transcendental over lF {x}. D 
n n q 
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